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ABSTRACT
An investigation of perfection of the structure of the indium- 
cadmium system was suggested by the interesting properties of indium 
and its cadmium alloys* The lattice of indium, though tetragonal, 
may be considered as distorted cubic, its axial ratio being 1.0767 
at 20°C. Furthermore earlier studies have revealed a transformation 
of the tetragonal structure to cubic in the presence of cadmium.
To determine the perfection or soundness of the indium and 
indium-cadmium alloys rich in indium, pure indium (99.999 per cent 
purity) and eight samples of the indium—cadmium alloys ranging in 
composition from 2.977 to 10.015 per cent by weight of cadmium were 
studied by the X-ray and density method* This method in brief requires 
the precise determination of lattice parameters and densities per­
mitting the calculation of n ' (the actual number of atoms or molecules 
per unit cell) which may then be compared to n (the number of atoms 
or molecules in the ideal cell).
Rotation patterns were prepared from a single crystal of indium 
using copper radiation to assist in indexing the powder patterns of 
indium and also to obtain the coefficients of linear therma l  expansion 
of the single crystal. A plot of the lattice constants of indium,
determined with a precision of Hr 0*0002 kX, over the temperature range 
o20-60 C resulted in a straight line*
i l l
The perfection of the structure of indium was then determined 
from the volume of the unit cell, atomic weight, and density. A value 
of n ' = 3 .9999 was obtained, which within the limits of error, indi­
cated the structure, although distorted cubic, to be sound.
Powder patterns of the alloys containing 5.827 per cent or less 
of cadmium showed two structures, one tetragonal and the other most 
probably cubic. Alloys containing 6.10$ per cent or more of cadmium 
were cubic. However, in the case of alloy containing 10.015 per cent 
of cadmium, the tetragonal structure began to appear at temperatures 
below 10°C. The lattice constants and densities were determined as 
before to a fairly high degree of precision. For the tetragonal 
structures a increased and c decreased with increasing cadmium content 
whereas a decreased for the cubic structures.
The expansion coefficients for the alloys were calculated within 
the range 10 to 65°C and found to change gradually with temperature.
The volume of the unit cell decreased with increasing cadmium 
content as would be expected on the basis of smaller cadmium radius. 
Breaks in the slope were observed in the volume composition plots for 
the temperatures 10°, 35° and 65°C at 5, 6.1 and 8.1 per cent by weight 
of cadmium, respectively. It is possible that these points may corre­
spond to the solubility limits of cadmium in indium at these 
temperatures.
A plot of axial ratios (c/a) for the alloys containing 2.977, 
3 .816 and 4.322 per cent of cadmium versus cadmium content appeared 
to converge at a value of 1.00 between $.827 and 6.10$ per cent by
weight of cadmium, independently of the temperatures used.
The perfection of the structures of the alloys were determined 
in the same manner as for indium* The values of n ' for the alloys 
containing 2.977, 3.816 and 4 . 322 per cent of cadmium on the basis of
tetragonal structure and for the alloys containing 6.105 and 7.996 per 
cent of cadmium on the basis of cubic structure, were within the limits 
of error in n ' and thus indicate substitutional solid solutions. The 
values of n ' calculated for the alloys containing 2.977, 3 .816, 4 . 322 
and 10.015 per cent by weight of cadmium on the basis of a cubic 
structure indicated the presence of interstitial atoms. However there 
is seme uncertainty in the indexing of the cubic patterns for the 
alloys containing 2.977 , 3 .816 and 4.322 per cent by weight of cadmium.
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URid'TKB. 1
INTRODUCTION
the study of imperi actions in crystals Is important because 
many crystal properties can be explained in terns of imperfections.
Any method which aids in the detailed study of the nature and number 
of crystal imperfections should be welcomed.
There are a few direct methods for determining crystal imper­
fections. One of these is to determine the 1-ray density and to 
compare it with the macroscopic. However it is tore correct to 
evaluate the soundness or perfection of a crystal structure by cal­
culating n*, the actual number of atoms or molecules per unit cell 
and comparing it with n, the number of atoms or molecules of the 
ideal cell. This requires extreme precision in the determination of 
lattice constants and densities in order to arrive at substantial and 
significant results in the study of the perfection of structures.
A number of research workers, over a period of forty years, 
have done considerable work in the determination of lattice constants 
of indium. Their studies resulted in values showing much variation. 
The reason may be due to the purity of M i m a  used and to the fact 
that only low angle lines were employed for the measurements, however 
very little has been done in the stuqy of lattice imperfections of 
the ii dium-cadmlum system, k transformation of structure from 
tetragonal to cubic at 4 to 5 atomic per cent of cadmium has been 
reported in the l i t e r a t u r e , ^
2Therefor© a study of the perfection of the indium and indium- 
cadmium alloys was undertaken in order to determine and to explain, 
If possible, the effect of varying amounts of cadmium on the indium 
structure. The investigation, of necessity, includes the determi­
nation of lattice constants, coefficients of thermal expansion, 
densities end any transformation points of the indium-cadmium system*
CHAPTER II
rm im  of literature
A survey of literature revealed considerable effort to determine 
tbe lattice constants, coefficients of thermal expansion and density of 
indium.
The first determination of lattice constants of indium was made 
by Kullv using molybdenum radiation. Zintl and teumayr ^ ' calcu­
lated the lattice parameters fro* a rotation pattern of a single 
crystal of indium, bhinodaA determined the coefficients of thermal 
expansion of large grains of indium by the back reflection mehtod.
subsequent investigations by other authors are numerous. A 
summary of their results for the lattice constants and expansion 
coefficients is given in Table V, page 37*
A negative value for the expansion coefficient along the
(29)£-axis was first reported by Vernon. Using the dilatometric 
method and a single crystal of indium, he found the expansion coeffi­
cients for the range 30° to 120°C. His results were later confirmed 
by Raynor^ J who reported that the c value in the range from -183 
to +135°C goes to maximum at room temperature and then decreases with 
temperature. He reported the mean volume coefficients of expansion 
in the ranges from -183° to +22°C and from 22° to 135°C to be 
9*2 x 10  ^and -12.1 x 10  ^per °C, respectively.
The results of density determinations of indium, obtained by 
different workers are given in Table VII, page 40. The variations
In the values reflect, without doubt, differences in purity and 
fabrication of the metals used*
The system indium-cadmium m i  investigated by Wilson and 
Wick(32}# Betteridge (^ ) , Valeniiner^^, and Heiaaann and Fredol^^. 
The first analysis was made by Alison and Wick employing electrical 
resistance and thermal analysis methods* They found a eutectic at 
25 per cent by weight of cadmium* Using microscopic methods, they 
observed that the limit of solubility of cadmium was about IS per 
cent at 120°C falling to approximately 15 per cent by weight of 
cadmium at room temperature •
The solubility of cadmium in indium was also studied by 
Betteridge, by the X-ray diffraction method using cobalt radiation*
He found that the solubility of cadmium in indium was about 14*5 
atomic per cent at 100°C ami 4*5 atomic per cent at 20°C* He 
observed that the tetragonal lattice of indium changed to cubic at 
1C0°C at about 4*5 atomic per cent and that the cubic fora persists 
up to 25.2 atonic per cent of cadmium at 100°C* Bet t arid go reported 
further that all alloys which were cubic at 100°C changed to tetrag«* 
onal at 20°C, after ageing at room temperature for several hours*
Vaientiner^^ obtained a eutectic at 123°C and at 26 atomic 
per cent of cadmium* The transformation of cubic to tetragonal 
structure at room temperature was observed for an alloy containing 
7*4 atomic per cent of cadmium * Valentiner found that iismediately 
upon freesing this alloy, it had a pseudo cubic lattice with an axial 
ratio of 1*010 and after ageing for eight days at room temperature,
the axial ratio had changed to 1.058* He reported the solubility of
cadmium to be less than 11 per cent at 120 C arid less than 8 atomic
per cent at room temperature.
( o )heumann has studied this system using differential thermal, 
structural, 1-ray and dilatometric analyses* A eutectic was formed 
at 12?.7°0, and the solubility of cadmium in indium was 5*8 atomic 
per cent at 20°C and 15*9 atomic per cent at 100°C* He also con­
firmed the transformation of the tetragonal lattice to cubic, at 
A to 5 atomic per cent of cadmium*
There are no reports in the literature of density determinations 






The sample of indium was supplied by the American belting and 
Refining Company with the following analysis: iron,'C0.00005; aluminum 
If. L'.*5 lead, 0.00001; tin,"CO.001; tantalum, K. D.; copper,<TC.00005; 
nickel, K. D.; bismuth, h . D.j cadmium, 0*0001; sine, M. C.; antimony, 
N. D.; silver, K. D.; arsenic, 8. D.; tellurium, 1. D.; indium,
99*999 per cent by difference.
* - by chemical analysis, i . D. - non© detected by Standard 
Spectrographic Methods.
I I .  X-RAX IWESTIGAT1CM3 
Aojwaetrlc Rotating Crystal Pattern
It is more convenient and easy to index the diffraction lines 
of a powder pattern and to find the thermal expansion coefficients in 
certain crystallographic directions, if rotating crystal photographs 
of the substance are available.
A single crystal of indiisa was, therefore, necessary and was 
prepared by melting indium in a small crucible and drawing the molten 
metal into a fine capillary tube of about 0.2 Him. in diameter. One 
end of the capillary was then sealed off and the sample heated to
j. *
about 230 G  in a bath of sulphuric acid. It was kept at that temper­
ature for a few minutes and then allowed to cool very slowly at a rate
of about 0.2° for five minutes* .dingle crystals of iridium were 
obtained In this way find one was used for making asymmetric rota­
ting crystal photographs*
k thin walled fine capillary tube containing the single crystal 
of indium was glued to the tip of a goniometer head* ho striations or 
characteristic reflections of light were observed on the surface of the 
crystal* So the directions of the main axes of the crystal had to be 
found by trial* For this purpose, a circular scale graduated in 
degrees was attached to the camera cover* The angle of tilt of the 
crystal could then be noted on the circular scale of the goniometer 
head*
Fixed photographs were taken, using copper radiation, for 
each angle of tilt of the crystal* The angle of tilt, at which one of 
the axes of the crystal coincided with the vertical axis of the camera, 
was thus found by trial* After setting the crystal to this angle of 
tilt, rotation crystal photographs were taken at constant temperatures 
between 10° t© 60°C using chromium X.^ radiation* Chromium radi­
ation was used because with this radiation it was possible to obtain 
the diffraction spots, (004) and (400), at the highest angles, about 
68° and 85° respectively, in the back reflection region* Two or more 
photographs were taken at each constant temperature• Figure 1 shows 
a rotation crystal photograph of indium, obtained with copper 
radiation and rotation axis of a or b of the crystal* The Bragg 
angles of (004) and (400) were measured to obtain the lattice constants 
& and c and the linear thermal expansion coefficients*
8
Figure 1. Rotation crystal photograph of indina obtained with copper & / radiatior 
radiation filtered through a nickel foil); rotation axis a or b.^
10
For the tetragonal system, the relationship between the back 
reflection angle (p), the lattice constants, a and £, the wave length 
(/\) of the radiation and the indices (h k 1) of the diffraction spots, 
is given by the formula
c<>»20 - — (h2 + k2) + — & r ~  d 2) (l)
%  4c2
The lattice constant a was calculated from the formula
& * ■.k and 1 being zero2 cos p ( 2)
and the lattice constant c was calculated from the formula
0 ■* — — h ana k being 2 eos p zero (3)
The coefficients of thermal expansion were calculated from 
the equations!
” (at2" *fc1 )''*b1(V fcl )
= )/o ( t - t )
C “*-2 ^ 1  tl 2 X
(A)
(5)
where t denotes temperature (degree centigrade) and a and c aren ^  “Yt “n
the lattice constants at temperature t °C.
The lattice constants obtained for the single crystal had to 
be corrected for absorption* Due to absorption, the diffraction lines 
or spots are displaced in the direction of larger angle ©, staking the 
parameter smaller* The change in $ is given by^2-^
dp ** fr sin^p (6)
where f Is the factor for converting millimeters into degrees, r is 
the radius of the crystal and 0 is the hack reflection angle# The 
radius of the crystal was 0*2 msu
Asymmetric Powder Pattern
A thin wire, diameter less than 0#08 mm., was made from the 
Indium and etched in nitric acid. It was then glued to a lithium- 
borate glass fiber of 4 to 8 mm# in length, because the soft metal 
indium requires support, especially at 50° to 60°C. The glass fiber 
together with the wire, was glued to the tip of the tongue of the 
sample holder# The wire was centered precisely under a microscope, 
before taking the X-ray pictures# During exposure to X-rays, the 
wire was rotated and scanned to get smooth lines.
X-ray photographs were taken at constant temperatures, between 
10° and 60°C, using copper radiation# The temperature was main­
tained constant to + 0*D2°C# Two or more photographs were taken at 
each constant temperature# Figure 2 shows a powder pattern of indium 
obtained with copper radiation#
The oL lines of the two last doublets (c^ and C ^ )  were 
measured by the comparator, to the precision of 0*02 gnu The lattice 
constants were calculated from their back reflection angles 0, by the 
following formulas, derived from equation (1)#
11
_ ...A
2, 2 JL 2, 2 2v
q (h 2 +  k2 } -  XA + V
\
2 2 2 2
(l_  cos 0  -  1 cos 0  ) 
1 2 2 1
12
where the subscript© X and 2 refer to the lines (351) and (442)
the indices of which were established from the rotation crystal 
patterns*
The coefficients of linear thermal expansion were calculated 
in the same manner as for the single crystal.
fh# coefficient of thermal volume expansion was calculated 
from the e<3U&tion
along the a and c axe© respectively.
The lattice constants had to be corrected for refraction
as the refraction index of the primary beam is altered during its
passage through the crystal causing the angle of diffraction to change
slightly as the refractive index deviates from unity. This deviation
(14)S> may be calculated from the formula
(9)
where Q\^ and ^  are the coefficients of linear thermal expansion
14
The number ©X electrons per cubic centimeter, K, is
K » o Z fg
A
(11)
Inhere Kc is Avogadro1 a number (6.024 x 10*^); % is the atomic number; 
dd is the density and A is the atomic or molecular weight of the 
substance.
The corrected lattice constant is then
*corr. “ *oba,(1 + S  > * N
For indium.,
S  - 2.01 x 10“5
III. BHESHIKAfieS OF IHSK3ITI
An accurate method for the determination of the density of a 
substance is required to evaluate the perfection of its lattice.
Since the density of indium is larger than 7, only a method using the 
Principle of Archimedes could be used.
The weight of the substance in air and in the liquid (toluene) 
was determined. The temperature of the air and of the liquid and the 
barometric pressure at the time of weighings were noted. The toluene 
used was very pure and its density was verified experimentally. The 
density, d~, of a substance can be calculated from the following 
formula;
st - **>
weight of sample in air
loss of weight of sample in 
liquid
+ dg (13)
where d , st density of staple at t°C 
density of liquid at t°C
density of air at t . °G, and at the respective barometricair
pressure•
Baker and Bell(3) have suggested another formula, which is a
simplified form of the ^bove equation 13* Their suggested formula is
J L  • W  )(d ) - (w )(d )/<W - w ) (It)1 1  2 g 1 2
where WL *■ weight of the sample in air
W2 “  w ei^ t  ° f  tha O h  111 liq u id
The density of the sample determined at different temperatures, 
was reduced to one temperature (20°C) by using the equation
d20°C “ \ ° C  0  + ^  »  - » ) 3  (15)
where j? is the volume expansion coefficient of the sample.
IV. EEEQR C/iLCULATI 01
It is necessary to estimate the error in the calculation of 
n*, the actual number of atoms or molecules, to conclude whether or 
not a structure of substance is perfect. If n — n* is less than the 
error in n*, it can be stated that the structure is perfect. The 
propagated error in n ’, is composed of the systematic and accidental 
errors involved in the measurements of volume (V), density (d#), 
atomic or molecular weight (A) of the substance and of Avogadro's 
number (Nq), since
n' " (*0)U,)(v)/A (16)
tfeen^ 2^
(dn*frJ)d » (1^ dv/v)2 4 (f2 ddg/ag )2 4 (i^ dNo/Ho)2 (17)
4 (f^ dA/^)2
where X Is a factor of safety which takes the systematic arid accidental 
error® into consideration.
It m s  assumed that * fg ** 3l fj *• ** X*
the error in the determination of V was calculated in the 
following way:
For the tetragonal lattice of indium,
16
V - (a2)(c) (18)
la Y « 21n «  + ltic (19)
differentiating with respect to V,
dV/V - + (2uft/*) + (dc/e) (20)
(ciV/V)2 = (2da/£)2 +■ (dc/c)2 (21)
as the terms
4(da)(dc) 4(da)(dc)
4 . . ....- and — .. .....
(&)(&)




The single crystal pattern obtained by rotating crystal photo­
graphs, was indexed using the reciprocal lattice method'^*) w
The reciprocal lattice constants a*, b* and c* were calculated 
from the formulas
17
a* - A  a (22)
c* — s _ i Ac (23)
where a and £ are the approximate lattice constants, A  is the wave 
length of the radiation used, n is the order of reflection (here 1) 
and r is the radius of the equatorial layer.
/ 5» \The graphical method' for the evaluation of the equatorial 
layer is as follows: referring to the Figure 3 which shows the method, 
with 0 as the origin of the reciprocal lattice, the limiting sphere 
(L. $•) 1b drawn with a radius of 20 cm. 0 M and C N are the coordi­
nates of the reciprocal lattice within the limiting sphere, with 
0^, the mid—point of 0 M, as center, the sphere of reflection (S* E.} 
is drawn. The point 0^ is also the location of the rotating crystal.
On 0 H| segments equal in length to or b* are cut off. Similarly 
on 0 1, segments equal in length to c* are cut off. This procedure 
is adopted when the rotation axis of the crystal coincides with its 
a or b axis. If the c axis of the crystal coincides with its rotation 
axis, then on both 0 M and 0 M, segments equal in length to a* or b* 
are cut off. at each se@nent or section point on both 0 M and 0 H, 
straight lines,’parallel to the other coordinate, are drawn resulting 
in a network of rectangles. At 0 , straight lines making with 0 K, 
the front reflection angles 2© measured from the films are drawn.
These lines intersect the sphere of reflection at points P~, PX  A
etc. Around the center of the reciprocal lattice, 0, with the radii
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equal to the distance between this point and the point of intersection 
with th. semicircle, (i.e. with radii equal to 01,, CP.,, Giy etc), 
arcs are drawn* These arcs pass through some of the intersection 
points representing the reflections in the reciprocal lattice* The 
end-points of the rectangles of the intersection give the coor­
dinates or the indices of the crystallographic plane which makes the 
respective angle 20* Thus from the small circles and their 
coordinates in the Figure, the indices of the planes in the crystal 
which cause reflection can be read*
line. For the equatorial layer line, the radius was taken as 10 cms* 
The same values of reciprocal lattice constants, were, of course, used 
for all the layer lines. In this investigation, the a or b axis was 
made to coincide with the rotation axis of the crystal. The indices 
of the pattern are given in Appendix A.
For the first layer line, the radius of the reflection sphere, 
is given by the equation
Therefore the radius of the limiting sphere varies with the layer line. 
All points within the limiting spheres cause reflection and they 
correspond to the crystal planes in the real lattice.
The graphical method of indexing of the equatorial or zero 
layer line is shown in Figure 3- r ** 10 cms.j a* ** 3-349 cms.; 
c* =* 3-116 cms.; h or k * 0
The radius of the reflection sphere varies from layer to layer
(24)
2D
Figure 4 shove the indexing of the first layer line* 388 9*423 cme* 
a* *■ 3*349 cms*; e* «* 3*1X6 cms*; h op k «• 1. The graphical indexing 
of the second layer line is given in Figure 5* r^ « 7*424 cm*; 
a* ** 3*349 cm*; c* « 3*114 cm*; h or k « 2*
Powder Pattern
The diffraction lines for th® powder pattern of the face cen­
tered tetragonal lattice of indium were indexed by using the following 
formula and the values of lattice constants found from the rotating 
crystal patterns*
§i»% + k ( 26)
The following values for the lattice constants, a and o, and for the 
wave length of the copper radiation chosen for tills investigation were 
used* a ** 4*6001 1$ c *» 4*9470 X and A  , ** 1*5405 X* For the face
centered lattice, the Indices must be all even or all odd* The indices 
of the powder pattern are given in Appendix A*
VI* LATTICE CONSTANTS OF INDIUM 
SlnaX* Crystal Pattern
The lattice constants of a single crystal were determined at 
constant temperatures between 10* and 60*C, using the last two 
indices, (004) -and (400)* Chromium K i radiation ( A  *® 2*2850 kX) 
was used* The values of the lattice constants are slightly lower
Figure 4* Reciprocal lattice method of indexing the first layer line of 
rotation crystal photograph of pure indium; copper radiation filtered 
through a nickel foil; rotation axis 'a* or *b*.
Figure 5. Reciprocal lattice method of indexing the second layer 
line of rotation crystal photograph of pure indium; copper 
radiation filtered through a nickel foil; rotation axis *a' or *b* .
because of absorption of X-rays by the crystal. The back reflection 
angle 0 is thus decreased due to this absorption and therefore the 
angle 0 has to be increased by d0 which can be calculated by 
equation 6. The factor f is 1.8 and r is 0.2 Han.
The lattice constants, both corrected and uncorrected for 
absorption, are given in Table X and plotted in Figure 6 against 
temperature.
Powder Pattern
The lattice constants of the powder pattern were calculated 
at each temperature from the last indices, (351) and (442) as men­
tioned.. Copper radiation ( A  = 1.537395 kX) was used. The 
values of lattice constants are given in Table II and plotted in 
Figure 6, against temperature. The axial ratio (c/a) values are 
given in the same Table and plotted in Figure 7 against temperature.
Linear Expansion Coefficient
Single Crystal Pattern. The coefficients of linear thermal 
expansion along the a and £ axes, for the single crystal were 
calculated from the straight lines in Figure 6.
4.9349 - 4.9374 - -14.2 x 10~6/°Cc 4.9374 (60 I 20)
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LATTICE CQMSTAHTS, a AND c, OF IKD1UM SINGLE CRYSTAL IK (kX) 
(ROT COHRECTED AND CORRECTED FOR aBSGBFTIGR)
TABLE I
T emp • a Average Average c Average Average
(°c) value of value of value of value of
a (not & £ (not c
















































LATTICE COKSMEXS, a A m  c (I* kX), A m  AXIAL RATIO OF THE TSTRAGOKAL
f l W  CELL OF INDIUM (KM5ER PATTERN)
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---  Powder Pattern
— •—  Single Crystal (with absorption correction) 
--- Single Crystal (without absorption correction)
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Figure 7* Variation of axial ratio of the tetragonal unit 
cell of indium with temperature.
28
Powder Pattern. The linear thermal expansion coefficients ck 
and (j\ are given below.
<*. - ± f t rsi'-ior - » - 51 * 10‘6/°c
3  - -16-7 1 “ r ‘/*0
Volume Expansion Coefficient
The thermal volume expansion coefficient f?> was calculated from 
and using the formula
*® 2 0^a + cA (27)
» 2(5 4 .5 1 X  1 0 - 6 ) + (-16.7 X  1 0 - 6 )
- 92.3 x 10"6/°C
Average Expansion Coefficient for the Polycrystal
As the tetragonal lattice of indium is pseudo cubic, the average 
expansion coefficient for the polycrystal was assigned as one-third of 
the volume expansion coefficient and was found to be 30.77 x 10*" /°C.
VIII. LATTICE CONSTANTS PROM POWDER PATTERNS REDUCED TO 20° AND 25°C
The lattice constants obtained from powder patterns were reduced 
to 20° and 25°C, using the values of expansion coefficients obtained. 
The standard deviations were calculated and are given in Tables III and 




STANDARD DEVIATION FOE LATTICE CWSTAMT8.* & AM) c (in *1), OF XHDXUK
REDUCED TO 20* C (PONDER PATTERN)
P T  & 20*0 H  10+4 <dft)a 10+8 ft 20*C U£) 6#)* 10+8
10 4*5890 +3 9
20 4*588? 0 0
25 4*5889 4*2 4
30 4*5886 -1 1
35 4*5885 —2 4
40 4*5886 *1 |
50 4*5886 -1 1
60 4*5889 +2 4
Avg*
a « 4*588? S % ) 2=:24 X 10"8ft au»c
S - (0.675) (aV7)X^2 X  3,0"*
-  ±0.00012
ft 20*0 ** 6. 5887& . 0GG12  us.








*Vfe’ “ 4.9408 KdcJ-iilo x 10*8 £ 20*C
S - (0.675) (U6/6)V2 x 10"4 
- ±0.00029
ft 2Q*C “ 4.94O0±u .OOO3 kX
ft 20* C ” 4.9409±0.0003 kX(corr* for refraction)
** 4*9509 £4*5981 I
3©
TABES
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR TH& U H lI X  CONSTANTS, a U ©  c  (In  kX),  OF M 0iW
reduced t o ai»o (fosbsr p at te r n)
¥««p*
C O * 25*C (d*) XQ+4 (da)2
i l l10 £  a5#C (do) 10+4 (d£>^ x XO'
xa 4*5903 +3 f
20 4*5900 0 0 4*9404 0 0
25 4.5902 42 4 4.939a -6 36
30 4*509S -2 4 4*9405 41 X
35 4*5393 -2 4 4*9403 44 X6
40 4*539S -2 4 4*9400 -4 X6
50 4*5393 —2 4 4*9409 45 25
60 4.590X 4 1 X 4.9405 41 X
Avg* - 4.5900 2 ^ & ) a=30 X XO"8 *»*• _ , ,9404 Sdc)H=V5 x XO-8
* 25* C ;V 25*0
ft - (0.675) (30/7 ) ^ 2 * ID-*4 i - (0.675)1 (ys/o)^2 x icr4
*» to*QOQXl » io *00027
* 25*0 ** 4*5900^0*0001 kx £ 25*0 “ >9404^0*0003 WL
ft  25*0 4«59Oit0.OO01 to. (corr* for refraction)
-  4.5994 I
£  25»C " 4.9405^0.0003 it*
^  (corr# fo r refraction)
“ 4.9505 I
20°C
** 4*5887 (1.00002) (Corrected for refraction)
* 4.5863 £ 0.00012 kX
- 4.5981 |
Constant £ - 4.9408 * 0,0003 kX
*» 4.9409 £ 0.0003 kX (Corrected for refraction)
- 4.9509 I
25°C Constant 4  - 4.5900 Z 0.00012 kX
* 4*5901 £ 0.00012 kX (Corrected for refraction)
- 4.5994 I
Constant c *» 4.9404 £ 0.0003 kX
«* 4*9405 £ 0.0003 kX (Corrected for refraction)
- 4.9505 I
IX. VOLUME OF Til® UNIT CELL OF INDIUM AT 20°C
The volume at 2CPC was calculated from the reduced lattice 
constants, at 20°C, obtained from the powder patterns.
V20»C “  (U.5e88)2 (4.9409)
- 104.041 Z 0.0078(kXp 
•  104.673 (fjp
If the volume of the unit cell Is plotted against temperature 
a straight line is obtained.
Constant & *» 4.5$i§7 ± 0.00012 kX
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X. DEbblTT OF INDIUM
Three different specimens of the same sample of indium were used 
for the determination of density* i t  least four determinations were 
done for each specimen* In order to ensure that there were no holes in  
the sample, the second specimen was melted in vacuum and cooled in an 
atmosphere of helium gas. The density was then determined and found to  
be le ss  than that of the original piece* So this piece was compressed 
in a vise to remove the holes that might have formed during the cooling 
in helium gas. The density of the cold worked piece we© determined and 
was found to be the same as that of the original piece which had not 
been melted#
The values of the density of the four specimens are given in  
Appendix A.
The average value of the density of indium at 20°C, for the 
sixteen determinations, was found to be
d - 7.2837 + 0.00025 @B.em.~320 C *"*
XI. .ERROR CaJXULATlCM
The perfection of the iridium la ttic e  was ascertained by the 
comparison of the n1,  the actual number of atoms or molecules of n1,  
the actual number per unit c e ll with n of the ideal ce ll*  The actual 
number of stems per unit c e ll was calculated using the equation
n • *® V d0 1 /A (16)
where ¥ ** volume of the unit ce il at 20°C (104.6725 X?) 
d# ** density of Indium &t 20°C (7*2837 
A ** atomic weight of indium (114*82 + 0.03)^^
H *» Avogaoro’s number
(6*024 + 0,0004)10*^ molecules per mole 
Th© actual number of atoms was found to be 3*9999*
Xn order to decide as to whether the structure of indium is 
perfect or not, the propagated error for the n 1 determination has to 
be calculated. For this purpose, the equation (17)'^' was used. It 
was found that the relative errors were;
(cSt/v )2 - 55.869 x 10“10; (ctd )Z - 12.161 x 10"i0 
(cUA)2 - 782.665 x icri0j (d«Ja)2 - 64.091 x 10-10 
Theraforo dn'/n* •  + 46.33 x 10~3 and 
dn* - £ 122.0 x 10~5 
- £  0.14022
Thus it would appear that the structure of indium within the 
limits of error is perfect^ as the deviation ircm n of the ideal 




The perfection of the structure of indium can be evaluated from 
precision determination of lattice constants and density. The lattice 
Constanta were determined precisely from powder pattern using the last 
two indices, (351) and (442), in the high back reflection region, up 
to Q equal to 85°• The indexing of the diffraction lines in this region 
had not been done until now. To ensure that the indexing of the powder 
pattern was correct, rotation crystal patterns were made as they can 
be easily indexed. A single crystal of indium was prepared and an 
asymmetric rotating crystal photograph was obtained with copper K j  
radiation. The diffraction spots were indexed by the reciprocal 
lattice method. Although Zintl and Heumayr^^ indexed the spots of 
the single crystal photograph by the reciprocal lattice method by 
using Weissenberg photographs, their highest angle was only about 54°.
3o it may be pointed out that this is the first work on indium inves­
tigation using the asymmetric rotating crystal photograph.
The indices of the diffraction lines of powder pattern obtained 
with indium polycrystalline wire, of course, agree with the indices 
obtained with the single crystal, except that the (004), (204), (115) 
and (006) reflections in the rotating crystal pattern are missing or 
are very faint in the powder diagram. The lattice constants obtained 
with the single crystal, however, have to be corrected for the opacity 
of the solid sample, the diameter of the crystal being about 0.4 mm.
This is  not necessary in the case of the powder patterns as the
diameter of the wire was less than 0..Q6 mm. After the absorption
correction, the value of the la ttice  constant a agrees closely with
that calculated from the powder pattern, whereas the value of £ is
lower (Refer Figure 6)* The reason for the la tter  is  unknown, but
(25)similar differences were observed earlier, e . g . ,  with silicon*
Lattice constants determined by the powder method are considered to be
more reliable than those obtained by the rotation—crystal method.
The diffraction lines of the powder patterns, especially at
50 — 60°C, were slightly  diffused because of the temperature factor
as indium has a melting point of about 154°C* This decreased the
precision of determination• At any constant temperature, the
scatter of c values was larger than that of the a values, because of
the low third index e.g» 2 in 442, used for all calculations*
(33} (4}Earlier investigators like Z i n t l ' ^ * ,  Betteridgev , and 
R a y n o r u s e d  the low angle indices for the determination of la ttice  
constants and the purity of indium was about 99.96 per cent. Hence 
their investigations were carried to an accuracy of only + 0*002 kX*
In this investigation, the purity of indium was 99.999 per cent and 
the very last lines under high 0 angles (up to 85°) were used for 
determination. Therefore the a constant could be obtained with a 
precision of jr 0.0001 and the e with a precision of jh 0.0003* Hence 
the accuracy in the present measurements was much higher than that 
obtained by the earlier workers.
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Several investigators have reported the values of the lattice
constants and thermal expansion coefficients and. their results are
given in Table V. Kone employed the asymmetric method. Their work
was done using the Geiger-counter diffractometer or the back reflection
focussing method. Their values differ because of the reasons mentioned.
The lattice constants at different temperatures between 10° and
60°C are plotted in figure 6, It is observed that the £ value
decreases fro® 20°C onwards along a straight line. The negative
expansion along the c axis is in agreement with the results of 
( 29)Vernonv 7 • The reason for the anisotropy of indium is not known.
The volume expansion coefficients for indium are given in Table
VI.
As the tetragonal lattice of indium is pseudo cubic, the 
coefficient of linear thermal expansion was taken as one-third of the 
thermal volume expansion coefficient. The values for p  and ck 
(polycrystal) obtained in the present investigation, are in close 
agreement with those obtained by the above workers, except for 
lizzeau, Frevel and Gtt, and Hampell,
The values for the density of indium reported by several 
observers are given in Table VII.
In the present investigation, the experimental density agrees 
closely with the calculated one because the lattice of purest indium 
is perfect, as the number of atoms per unit cell approaches 4* It 
may be pointed out that this is the earliest work on the evaluation 
of perfection of indium structure.
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF VALUES OF LATTICE CONSTANTS, & AND c, AND EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS <A ,
FOR INDIUM FOUND BY VARIOUS AUTHORS
Observer Year MetalPurity Target
Hull and Davey^^ 1921 Mo*
, (5)Dwyer and M@ilor 1932
Shinoda^^^ 1933
, - (33) Zxnti and Nemaayr 1933 Single
Crystal
(Mi*
frevel and Ott'*^ 1933 99.91
Ageew and Ageew^ 1936 Cu*
Neuberger^) 1936










































Swanson, Fuyat, . 
and Ugriixic
1953 On* 26 4.5S79 4.9359
Haynor and
his associates' i
1955 99.97 Go* 20 4#5696 4.9372 55.5 **3.7
Seheineder,. 
and iieyner'^''
, 1956 IS 4.579 4.932
Haapell^ 1961 20 4.573 4 .9 2 6











THE COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL VOLUME EXPANSION (M ) OF INDIUM AND 
ck - THE AVERAGE COEFFICIENT FOR THE PGLXGRXSTAL HA'mUAL
Observer Method Temp.(*c)
</5) 10**/•£ (c( ) 10+6/“0 
( Polycry sta l)
Fiaeau^) 137.27 45.9
Int* C ritica l Table 10-90 99.0 33.0
ShinodB20) X-ray 23-87 101*7 33.9
Frerel and O t t ^ X-ray -25 to 141 125.4 41.3
Hidnert and Blair 25-50 101.0 33.7
Vernon and. . 
Weintroub *^9'
D ila - 30 92.5 3 0 .8
tome ter 90 106.2 35.4
Raynor AM h is ,. „ v 
associates '  '*
X-ray 20 93*0 31.0
60 104*4 34*8
HanpalB8^ X-ray 0-100 73*4 24.8
Present work X-ray 20-60 92.3 30.8
ill
TABLE VII
DENSITI OF INDIUM (d in gm.om.-3) FOUND ST VARIOUS INVESTIGATORS
Observer I ear Temp®(*C) A*^calc® ^esqptl®
Dwyer and Melior^^ 1932 7.28 7.27
Int. Critical Tables^12’ 13 ' 1933 20 7.40 7.30
Zlntl and 1933 7.308




Williams and Mller'^*^ 1950 25 7.307
(27)Swanson and Fuyat' 7 1935 26 7.286
Smithells^21^ 1955 20 7.3
. ■ » (19) 3 ehenide r and heyrner " 1956 18 7.32
1961 20 7.31




1. Tha lattice constants of pure indium (99•999% purity) reduced to
20° and 
20°C
2$°C (corrected for refraction) are
a * 4.5888 ± 0.0001 kX « 4.59S1 t
c * 4.9409 + 0.0CQ3 kX « 4.9509 f
2$°C a ** 4.5901 ± 0.0001 kX » 4.5994 X
c * 4.9405 £ 0.0003 kX - 4.9505 I
2. The coefficienta of thermal expansion are
d> - 54.51 x 10“^/°C a
- -16.7 x 10-6/°C
d  mt30.77 x 10““/°C (average for tha polycrystal)
£ « 92.31 X  lQ"6/*^
3. The axial ratio (c/a) and the volume of the tetragonal lattice are
“ 1*0767 
V20°C “ 10i*‘673
4. The experimer.tt.1 density at 20°C is 7.2837 ©tt.cm.-3. The calculated
o «3density at 20 C is 7.2836 pa#cm. •
5. The actual number of atoms is 3*9999# for the tetragonal lattice of 
indium.
6« The structure of indium is perfect.
PART II
INDIUM-CADMIUM ALLOYS RICH IN INDIUM
CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTAL
I* I4ATERIALS USED FOR THE PREPARATION OF IN D1UM~C ADMIUM ALLOYS 
The sample of cadmium was supplied oy the American Smelting and 
Refining Company with analysis as follows: antimony, SUD.f tellurium,
M. D.; magnesium, <0.0001; tin, H.D.; silicon,<.0.00005; chromium,
N. D.; iron,<  0.0001; aluminum, N.D.; calcium, N.B.; nickel, E.D.; 
bismuth, <  0.0001; copper, <  0 .0001; indium, H .D . ; zinc , U .D. j 
silver,<;0.0005; cadmium, 99*999 per cent by difference. (E.D.—
None detected by Standard Spectrographic Methods)
The same sample of indium as mentioned earlier was used for 
making the alloys. Its analysis is given on page ?•
II. PREPARATION OF INDIUM-CADMIUM ALLGYb
The indium and cadmium metals were weighed accurately on an 
analytical balance in proper amounts to make a desired composition. 
They were then transferred to a clean, dry Pyre* glass tube closed 
at one end. The tube was narrowed somewhat below the open end. The 
tube along with its contents, was evacuated to a pressure of about 
20 microns, to avoid oxidation of cadmium and indium during heating 
and then sealed off. The sealed tube was heated on a flame until 
the metals fused and then It was thoroughly shaken by hand to ensure 
mixing. The tube was placed in another which was located inside an
electric furnace. A thermometer was placed in the latter tube and the 
temperature was maintained at 200° + 10°C. This temperature was 
sufficient enough for th© indium to dissolve the cadmium. The content© 
were kept at this temperatur© for one and one—half hours, allowed to 
cool slowly to 100°C and then quenched in ice cold water. The 
compositions of the alloys prepared are given in Table VIII. The 
alloys were then subjected to X-ray investigations and density deter­
minations.
III. KETALLOGEAHaC STUDY
Fure indium and the alloy containing 10.015 per cent by weight 
of cadmium were used for this study. The latter alloy was chosen to 
test its homogeneity. The following method was adopted to prepare 
the samples for the met alio graphic examination.
Tha samples were cold mounted in lucitc plastic, using poly­
ethelene as a liquid. They were then ground on 600 grit wet paper and 
finally polished with Linde A and Linde B aluminium oxides. They were 
then etched in aqua regia until all the scratches disappeared and the 
inner structure was revealed. The etching time for pure indium and 
for the alloy was 6 minutes and 15 seconds respectively. They were 
then washed with distilled water and dried in a current of warn air.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the microstructure of indium at 320 
and 1400 magnifications respectively. It is concluded from these 
Figures that the indium is pure.
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TABLE VIII
CGMJPO&ITXQ&S OF THE Ii^IUM-CAMIUM ALLOYS
Alloy Wt* Per Gent Of Cadmium
Atomic Per Gent 
Of Cadmium
I 2*977 3*039
I I 3*816 3.8V6




V II 7*996 3*154





Figure 8* Photomicrograph of indium (99*999 per cent 
purity) etched in aqua regia, for eight minutes*
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Figures 9(a), 9(b) ana 9(c) show the Elerostructur© of the alloy 
at 150, 1400 and 1400 magnifications respectively. In Figure 9(a) 
two different lusters were observed and this is due to the difference 
in the size of the grain. The whit© spots indicate coarse grain 
and the fine grain is shown by the dark spots. Figure 9(b) shows the 
magnification of the coarse grain observed in figure 9(a)* The 
structure of fine grain revealed in Figure 9(a) was magnified and is 
shown in Figure 9(c). An examination of the figures suggested that 
the alloy was homogeneous.
IV. X -ittX  INVESTIGATIONS
The X-ray studies were performed in the same manner as used 
for the powder pattern of pure indium. However, the temperature range 
was between 10° and 65°0* The X-ray photographs for the alloys 
containing 5*32 and 5*83 per cent by weight of cadmium, were taken 
at room temperature only.
Alloys containing 2.977* 3*816, 4*322, 3*318 and 5*827 per cent 
by weight of cadmium gave tetragonal patterns but with some additional 
lines. It was assumed that these lines belonged to a cubic pattern* 
Alloys containing 6.105, 7*996 and 10.015 per cent by weight of cadmium 
gave a pure cubic pattern. Figure 10 shows the powder patterns 
obtained with these alloys by using copper radiation.
il <3C
(c)
Figure 9« Photomicrograph of indiuja^cadinium alloy containing 
10 per cent by weight of c&daxum, etched in aqua regia 
for fifteen seconds; (b )  Magnification of the coarse 
grain (white spots) shown in (a); (c) hagnif 1 cation of 
fine grain (dark spots) shown in (&).*
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Fowler patterns ot ijttdiunMsamIum alloys obtained wibn copper k^ raal&tdoa.
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v* xkdjqcxjks of m u  cubic f a m
The cubic powder pattern obtained with alloy VI (6*105 per cent 
by weight of cadmium) was indexed by the graphical method C^)#
The graphical method is described as follows with reference to 
Figure XX* A reflection circle, corresponding to the inside wall of 
a camera, with an assumed radius of 10 cms*, was drawn on 0 1* 0 is
the origin of the reciprocal lattice and I is the center of the 
camera, the location of the powder mount* straight lines making 
angles 20 with 0 X at 1 were drawn which intersect with reflection 
Circle at points P^# P^, etc* Then 0P^, etc* are the reciprocal
lattice vectors* These vectors were projected on to 0 X* Let p be 
the projection of the vector on G X* Then
p — iff. A mi m .21 A — ■ (j,2 + jj2 + ^ 2 cubic pattarn (28)




a 2 2 &
and r *» the radius of the camera (here 10 cms*), A  Is the wave length
of the radiation used ( A «■ 1*5405 8) a is the lattice constantcru
of the cubic substance and (h, k, 1) are the indices of the 
reflecting plane*
Thus it can be seen that the projections p are in a simple ratio
to another* dince in this case, the alloy is face centered cubic, the 
first line which appears is (111)* Therefore, the projection of the
first line, (ill), has to be divided into three equal parts. Segments 
equal in length to one third of the first projection, are cut off on 
OX. The projections of other lines coincide with some of the segments 
which are numbered consecutively. Thus the number of the diffraction 
lines of the cubic pattern can be read directly from the diagram* as 
the numbers of the lines represent the sum of the squares of the 
indices, the latter are also determined.
Figure 11 shows the graphical method of indexing the cubic 
pattern of alloy VI. The indices of th© pattern are given in Appendix 
■
VI. INDEXING or XHE PATTERNS Ob mm 1 KDIUM—CADMIUM ALLOTS WITH 
LON CADMIUM CONTENT (UP TO 5.83 P M  CENT BY WEIGHT OF CAIMBM)
The powder pattern obtained for the alloy containing 2.977 per 
cent by weight of cadmium was indexed by the method similar to that 
used for the indium. The pattern consisted of two structures. It was 
possible to index most of the lines according to the tetragonal 
structure. The last two lines were indexed as 351 and 442 tetragonal. 
But the remaining lines which could not be indexed on the basis of 
tetragonal structure were assumed to be cubic, dome of these lines 
were very faint and difficult to measure. The lattice constants were 
calculated from the indices for the lines of a cubic pattern and are 
given in Table XVI. Because of the agreement of the lattice constants 
the assumption that these additional lines belonged to a cubic pattern 
may be correct, however this assumption can be confirmed only by
51
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Figure 11. Reciprocal lattice method of indexing the powder pattern (cubic) of 
inui.urn-cadmium alloy containing 6.105 per cent by weight of cadmium; copper K* 
radiation, filtered through a nickel foil.
making single crystals and by taking rotation crystal photographs and 
indexing the diffract!on spots with certainty.
The indices of the powder pattern are given in Appendix B.
VII. LATTICE CONSTANTS OF THE IKDIUM-CaM U M  ALLOTS
The lattice constants of the powder patterns obtained for alloys 
I — III and VI - VIII, using copper radiation, were calculated 
using the last two indices, (351) and (442), for the tetragonal pattern 
and the indices (442) for the cubic pattern, from equations (7), (8), 
and (l) respectively. They are plotted against temperature in Figures 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 and their values are given in Appendix B.
VIII. THE EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS OF THE ALLOTS
The thermal expansion coefficients, ^  , |§L and |§ were cal-Si c
culated from the equations (4), (5) and (9) respectively and the 
values are given in Table IX.
IX. LATTICE CONSTANTS OF THE ALLCYb, REDUCED TO 20°C
The lattice constants a and £ of the powder patterns of the 
alloys were reduced to 20°C using the expansion coefficients cC and 
C7^ c obtained, and the equations (4) and (5). They were also 
corrected for refraction using equations (10), (11) and (12) • The 
values of lattice constants (corrected for refraction) are given in 












for iridium-cadmium alloy containing 2*977 per cent by 
weight of cadmium*












Figure 13* Variation of lattice constants with temperature 
for i ndium-cadmi um alloy containing 3*816 per cent by 
weight of cadmium*












erature for indium-cadmium alloy containing 4*322 
per cent by weight of cadmium.
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Figure 16* Variation of lattice constant with temperature 
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Figure 17* Variation of lattice constant & with 
temperature, for indium-cadmium alloy containing 10*015 per cent 
by weight of cadmium*
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i m &  u
tm  tmm&L m assim  m m m m m  of imdium-camium allots
Tetragonal Unit Ceil Cubic Unit Cell
>* Per Cent)
( dm) 10+6/*C ( o(c) lQ+6/*‘2 ( p)i0f6/*0 (M ) lO^/'C (£) io+6/*c
0*00 54*5 -16.7 92.3
2.977 63*4 -43 .4 83.33 25.8 77*4
3.816 70.1 -26.3 H 3 .9 29.3 87*9
4*322 85*4 -37*6 133*2 15*3 45*9
6.105 31*0 93*0
7.996 18.1 54.3
10.015 17 .9 53.7
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mays x
%mmm or t he pcmm a am c (in kx), o f the
MJIIIM-GABHIUM ALLOYS, REDUCED TO 20* G (CORRECTED FOR REFRACTION)
Cadmium
tetragonal Structure Cubic Structure
(Wt* Per Cent)
j$ £ &
0*00 4.5888 4.9409±0.0001 10.0003
2*971 4*6076 4*B759 4.7209±0.0002 ±0*0004 ±0*0002
3*816 4.6190 4.8386 4*7163
±0.0001 ±0*0022 ±0.0001





Figure 18* Variation of lattice constants £ £
(reduced to 20°C) with cadwium content*
•  cubic cell O  tetragonal cell
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X. THE AXIAL RATIO 01 THE TETRAGONAL PATTERNS OF THE ALLOYS
The axial ratios (c/a) of the tetragonal patterns of the alloys 
I, II, 1X1 and of pure indium were calculated at 10°, 35° and 65°C and 
are given in Table XL and are plotted in Figures 19 and 20 against 
temperature and weight per cent of cadmium, respectively*
The thermal coefficients of change in (c/a) were calculated for 
alloys I, II, III and for pure indium and are given in Table XII.
XI* VOLUME OF THE UNIT CELL OF THE ALLOYS
The volume of the unit cell of pure indium and of the alloys 
I, II, III, VI, VII and VIII were calculated for temperature 10°,
35° and 65°C and are given in Table XIII. They are plotted in Figure 22 
against weight per cent of cadmium.
XIX. DENSITIES OF THE ALLOYS
The densities of the alloys 1, XI, XII, VI, VII and VIII were 
determined by the method described on page 14*
The values of the densities and their standard deviations for 
the alloys are given in Appendix B. The values of the densities, 
reduced to 2Q°C, are given in Table XIV and plotted in Figure 21.
XIII. PERFECTION OF THE STRUCTURES OF THE INDIUM-CADMIUM ALLOYS
The actual number of atoms or molecules of the unit cell, n *, 
for the alloys were calculated using the equation 16. The error, dn*,
64
TAiaLE U
VALUES OF AXIAL RATIO (c/a) OF THE TETRAGONAL UNIT CELL 




0*0000 1.0773 1*0757 1.0735*
2.977 1*0594* 1.0563 1*0532
3.S1? 1*0491 1*0460 1.0433
4*322 1*0437 1.0430 1.0384











perature for i n r t i i i w  alloys*
O 0*00% ed* 
0 3*816^ ed











©  35°C•  10°C O  65°C
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TAiSLS XII
EXPANSION GG&FFICIL&T OF AXIAL RATIO OF IMS TLIRAGGRAL UNIT
ckll of t m  i m i m - c m a m  allots







v o l u m e o f  tm  m i T  m  o f t h e imbium-c m m u i m  alloys 
AT IQ0, 35* W  65*c 18 (kX)3 tmiTS
Tetragonal Structure Cubic Structure
•• Per Cent)
10 33 65 10 35 65
0.000 103*943 1 0 4 .1 0 1 1 0 4 .462*
2*977 1 0 3 .4 16* 103.613 1 0 3 .9 0 2 104.884* 105*335 105*569
3.S16 1 0 3 .1 6 2 103*41! 103.783 104.820 105*034 1 0 5 .3 2 8
4.322 103.060 103*451 103.767 104*714 104.827 10 4 .9 6 0
6*105 102*905 103.135 10 3 * 4 4 6
7.996 102.845* 102.990* 103*155
10*015 102.720 102.859* 103*023
^calculated from the lattice constants extrapolated from the
corresponding graph
TAfiUi XXV
0BS8ITX OF THE XHDIUM-CABMIUM ALLOYS, AT 20"C (gia.CB.~-3)
Cadmium (Wt* Per Cent) Tetragonal Structure Cubic Structure
0 .0 0 0 7.2837±0.0002







Figure 21. Variation of density at 20°C with cadmium, 
content.
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in a 1! was calculated from equation 17* on page 16* The factors of 
safety f^, f^, and f^ were assumed as follows: 
fl » fa « 3| f3 “* 4| f^ « 1
A sample calculation for the molecular weight of the alloy is as 
follows i
Weight of indium taken * 3*4911 g* ** 3*4911/114*82 g. atom ** 0*030405
g.atom
Weight of cadmium taken * 0*1071 g* ■* 0*1071/112*40 g* atom ■* 0*000953
g*atom
Total alloy prepared *® 3 • 5982 g* « 0*031350 g* atom 
Therefore the molecular weight of the alloy ** 3*5982/0.031358 “ 
114.7465 * 114.75*
Atomic per cent of cadmium #  (0*000953/0.031358) x 100 » 3*0386
‘The values of n* calculated for the alloys containing 2*977* 
3*816 and 4*322 per cent by weight of cadmium on the basis of & 
tetragonal or of a cubic structure and those calculated for the alloys 
containing 6*105* 7*996 and 10.015 per cent by weight of cadmium on the 
basis of a cubic structure* along with the values of the molecular 
weight* density at 20°C and volume of the unit cells at 20°C are given 
in Table XV* The values of (n-n*) for the alloys 2*98, 3*82 and 4*32 
per cent by weight of cadmium (according to a tetragonal structure) and 
for the alloys containing 6.1 and 7*996 per cent by weight of cadmium 
(on the basis of a cubic structure) are less than the error in n* and 
thus indicate substitutional solid solutions. However, assuming that 
the alloys having simultaneously two structures, except those con­
taining 6.105 and 7*996 per cent by weight of cadmium, are cubic, the
film xv
values of mmm% volume, s m i  weight, a% gs«  n & s  for thb unit cells
OF Ti8 IMBIUM-CADMItM ALUMS
Wt* Per Cent Atomic Per Cent Molecular ^20*0 ^20#C y t dnf
Oi Cadmium Of Cadmium Weight (gum*~3) n a " n (calculated)
0.00 0.00 114*62 7.2837 104.041 3*9999 -0.00004 0.00122
2.977 3*039 114*75 7.3144 103.515 3*9991 -0.0009 0.0043
7.3143* 105.211* 4.0645* +0.0645 0.0044
3.816 3*896 114*73 7.3238 103.232 3*9942 -0.0058 0.0053
7.3233* 104.900* 4*0565* +0.0585* 0.0043
4.322 4.4U 114*71 7.3257 103.206 3*9947 -0.0053 0.0060
7.3227* 104.754* 4*0529 +0.0529* 0.0043
6.105 6.225 114.6? 7.3394* 103.010* 3*9959* -0.0041* 0.0042
7.996 8.154 114*62 7.3590* 102.911* 4.0043* +0.0043* 0.0042
10.015 10.208 114*57 7.3786* 102.779* 4.0116* 0.0116* 0.0043
*cubic structure; all others tetragonal structures
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calculated n* surest3 the presence or interstitial atoms* The alloy 
with 10*015 per cent of cadmium is cubic and definitely contains these 
atoms*
The values of n* are plotted against the weight per cent of 
cadmium in Figure 24*
CHAPTER V l l
DISCUbSXGK
The lattice of Indium, although tetragonal, may be considered 
as distorted cubic, its axial ratio being 1.0767 at 20°C. However, 
the ©valuation of the perfection of its structure showed it to be 
perfect or sound.
The study of the ir^iium-cadmium system is very interesting
because of the transformation of tetragonal to cubic structure, in
the presence of cadmium. This transformation was first reported by
Betteridge^^. He reported that this transformation took place at
4*5 atomic per cent of cadmium at 100°C, and that at 20°C all the
alloys exhibited tetragonal structures* According to him, the alloys
which were cubic at 100°G, became tetragonal again, after ageing at
(9)room temperature for several hours* neumann ' also reported this 
transformation at 4 to 5 atomic per cent of cadmium*
In the present investigation, the alloys were prepared at 
200° Hr 10°C and then quenched from 100°G in ice cold water* The 
patterns obtained with alloys containing 5*82 and less per cent by 
weight of cadmium showed not only tetragonal patterns but also many 
additional lines, not mentioned by the previous investigators* The 
alloys containing 6*1 and more per cent by weight of cadmium exhibited 
cubic patterns* X—ray photographs of the alloys (stored at room 
temperature) containing 6*105, 7*996 and 10*015 per cent by weight 
of cadmium, taken even after one month of their preparation, were all
cubic unlike Betteridge's observations who found that under like con­
ditions the alloys reverted to tetragonal* Perhaps his alloys might 
not have attained equilibrium, as he did not report employing agitation 
during their preparation* In addition Bis indium was not as pure as 
that used in the present work. The alloys prepared in this study were 
melted and then vigorously shaken by hand, to ensure complete mixing*
It was assumed that these additional lines appearing on the 
powder patterns of the alloys containing 2*977# 3*816 and 4*322 per 
cent by weight of cadmium belonged to the cubic unit cell* This 
assumption was made on the basis of the following reasoning* A study 
of the Table XVI suggests that some lines of the tetragonal pattern of 
indium shift and merge# as soon as cadmium is added, to give the cubic 
structure*
The additional lines in the front reflection region coincided 
with the diffraction lines of the- completely cubic pattern* Proa the 
indices of the cubic lines of the pattern obtained with the alloy 
containing 2*977 per cent by weight of cadmium, the lattice eonatauts 
were calculated and are given in Table XVII* Taking into account that 
the cubic lines of this alloy were faint and difficult to measure, the 
lattice constants seem to agree rather well indicating that, with little 
doubt, these lines belong to a cubic pattern* This suggests that the 
cubic structure begins to form as soon as the first additions of 
cadmium are made* The simultaneous presence of the two patterns was 
not reported by any of the previous investigators* However it can not 
be definitely stated that the phase is cubic until rotation crystal
TABLE XVI
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CQMPAEISOB OF ANGLES G FOE THE INDICES OF TETRAGONAL AND CUBIC
s tr uc t ur e s, m m  ? m  powder p at te r ns obtained w i t h c u .
RADIATION, FOR FUEL INDIUM AMD INDIUM ALLOT OBTAINING 
6.105 PS2i CENT it WEIGHT OF CAIMLiSli, 










111 16.515 16.542 204* 45.156 47.150
002 18.207 19.225 402 47.674 47.150
200 19.613 19.225 420 48.505 47.150
202 27.266 27 *d24 224 51.561 53.198
27.296 27*624 422 54*298 53.198
113 31.662 32.950 115 55.25 58.350
311 33*532 32.950 333 58.323 58.350
35.062 34*589 511 60.203 58.350
004 38.67 40.920 404 66.149 68.150
w o 42.052 40.9^) 440 71.200 68.150
M 3 44.979 45*594 315 70.322 78.587
331 46.715 45*594 513 76.772 78.587
351 81.349 78.58?
206 83.002 not possible 
(sin 0 ^ 1 )
442 85.368 79.243
«rae&ns from rotation crystal pattern
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TABUS XVII
VALUES o r LATTICE CONSTANTS FHQH THE ASSUMED CUBIC LIKES IN THE POWDER 
PATTERN OBTAINED FOE AN INDIUM-CADHIUh ALLOT CONTAINING 2.977 H ®  O S  
BX WEIGHT OF CADMIUM (COPPER RADIATION| ROOM TEMPERATURE 30“C)
Index; Lattice Constant & (RX)








photographs are made and the diffraction spots indexed with certainty# 
Bui it can be surely stated though that a new phase appears as Judged 
from the X-ray pictures# Assuming that the volume of the tetragonal 
cell is the same as that of the cubic for the alloy containing 2*977 
per cent by weight of cadmium, the lattice constant a corresponding to 
the volume of the tetragonal unit cell, at 35°C (^103•613 (kX)^
was found to be 4#6968 kX# So the assumption that the additional lines 
belonged to a cubic pattern was Justified#
The alloy containing 10.015 per cent by weight of cadmium showed 
completely cubic structure at 65 and 35 0* Two X-ray photographs were 
taken at 10°G, but when the third photograph was taken, new lines were 
observed# bo on the assumption that the cubic might begin to change to 
tetragonal structure, the same sample was kept in the refrigerator 
(at 10°C) for two weeks# An X-ray photograph taken at 10°C showed 
a pattern with an increased intensity of tetragonal lines, similar to 
those of alloys containing less than 6#105 per cent by weight of 
cadmium# However the photomicrograph of the 10 per cent alloy indi­
cated that the alloy was completely homogeneous# This suggests that 
even in solid solution, the transformation from tetragonal to cubic or 
vice versa, may depend not only upon the temperature but also upon the 
cadmium content of the alloy#
The values of the volume of the unit cell for the alloys are 
given in Table XXII and are plotted in Figure 22 against cadmium 
content for the alloys containing less than 6#1 per cent, the volume 

















Figure 22* Variation of the volume of the unit cell 
with cadmium content*
a  10°C □  35°C o  65°C
c volume of the cubic cell
and more per cent by weight of cadmium, th© volume based on cubic struc­
ture* Since the radius of the cadmium atom is 1*49 1 and that of the 
indium atom 1*62 X, the volume of the unit cell should decrease 
with increase in cadmium content* This can be seen from Figure 22* 
then cadmium is first added, the compound (In Cd^) might be formed, 
which then dissolves in the indium structure and causes a gradual 
transformation of the structure of the alloy from tetragonal to cubic* 
However, the presence of these two structures could not be observed 
microscopically* By increasing the cadmium amount, there will be, 
finally, a sufficient amount of cadmium present to transform the whole 
alloy from tetragonal to cubic* Cooling of the alloy to low temper­
atures, again may separate the two structures, as shown for the 10 
per cent cadmium alloy*
Referring to Figure 22, it is observed that a break occurs in
the volume curves for 10°, 35° and 65°C at 5, 6*1, and 8.1 per cent
by weight of cadmium* Since the volumes were calculated on &
tetragonal basis for alloys containing 2*977, 3*816 and 4*322 per cent
by weight of cadmium and on a cubic basis for alloys containing 6*103,
7*996 and 10*015 per cent by weight of cadmium, it is questionable
whether these points can be solely attributed to the limits of
solubility of cadmium in indium at these temperatures* However,
(15) . ■'these solubility limits agree with the diagram • Figure 23
(15)shows the alpha solid solution region of the diagram enlarged 
four times* The value of 8 .2  obtained from the Figure 23 at 65°C 
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Figure 23* Indium-cadmium phase diagram (indium rich 
sid e); alpha solid  solution region (enlarged four 
times) •
• experimental values
Ludwick, M# T« , "Indium*1, Figure 6, Page 68, Indium 
Corporation of America, New York, (1959).
02
wllson | from microstructure and conductivity studies,
reported that the solubility of cadmium in indium is 15 atomic per
cent at room temperature and 10 atomic per cent at 120°C. By 1-ray
(4)analysis Bettericigev ' obtained the solubility limit at 1G0°C as
 ^ (9 )14*5 atomic per cent of cadmium, Hevm&im , by X-ray, microscopic 
and. thermal analyses, reported that the solubility limits at 36°,
60° and 100°C are 7 #0, 10 .6 and 13*9 atomic per cent respectively, 
of cadmium. The photomicrograph revealed that the alloy containing 
10.015 per cent of cadmium was homogeneous. In view of these differ­
ences in solubility limits, It is not quite certain as to whether the 
breaks in the volume composition curves (sec also Figure 22) is due 
only, as previously mentioned, to solubility limits. The breaks may 
also represent the end of the transformation of the tetragonal alloy 
to a completely cubic one. Therefore the present investigation has 
to be continued with alloys containing more than 10.015 per cent by 
weight of cadmium.
The perfection of the structure of the indium-cadmium alloys 
was evaluated by the same method used for the structure of pure indium. 
The actual number of molecules or atoms per unit cell, n*, for the 
alloys containing 2.977* 3*816 and 4 .322 per cent by weight of cadmium, 
was determined according to both the tetragonal and cubic structures 
and for alloys containing more than 6.105 per cent by weight of 
cadmium, n* was, of course, determined on the basis of a cubic 
structure. The values of molecular weight, density at 20°C, volume
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Figure 24* Number of molecules or atoms per unit cell 
versus cariai\m content*
------- calculated limits of error
o tetragonal cell e cubic cell
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of their unit cell® at 20°C, n*, n - n*, and error in n*, e.g., dn9 
are given in Table XV.
figure 24 show® clearly that the value® of n* obtained for the 
alloy® with increasing cadmium content, except that with 10 per cent 
cadmium* are within the limit® of error, calculated from the equation 
of error propagation. These alloy® may be therefore regarded as 
substitutional solid solution®. However, as the alloy® with 2.977* 
3*816 and 4 .3 22 per cent by weight of cadmium contain a cubic structure 
also and the alloy with 10*013 per cent of cadmium is cubic, the values 
of n* calculated for these alloys on the basis of cubic structure show 
that there are interstitial atoms in their urdlt cell. It is quite 
certain that there are interstitial atom® in the alloy containing 
10.013 per cent of cadmium. But the question of interstitial atoms 
based on the cubic structure of the alloys containing 2.977, 3*816 
and 4*322 per cent of cadmium can not be confirmed until the cubic 
lines of their powder patterns are indexed with complete certainty.
CHAJPim VIII
SUIMARX AMD CONCLUSIONS
Indium and cadmium used for making the alloys were each of 
99*999 per cent purity* Indium—cadmium alloys of the following com­
position were prepared! aLloy I, 2*977; alloy II, 3*816; alloy III,
4*322; alloy IV, 5*318; alloy V, 5*827; alloy VI, 6*105; alloy VII, 
7*996; alloy VIII, 10*015 per cent by weight of cadmium*
The powder patterns of alloys X, II, III, IV and V reveal two 
structures, one was tetragonal and the other most probably cubic* The 
alloys VI, VXX and f i l l  are completely cubic* The lattice constants 
change with increase in cadmium content* For the tetragonal structure 
H increases and £ decreases; for the cubic structure £ decreases* The 
tetragonal structure of the alloy is completely transformed into cubic 
at concentrations between 5*827 and 6*105 per cent by weight of cadmium* 
The volume of the unit cell decreases with increase in cadmium 
content* In the volume-composition curves for 10*, 35* and 65*0, 
breaks occur at 5* 6*1 and 8*1 per cent of cadmium, respectively* The 
breaks may be regarded as solubility limits of cadmium in indium or as 
limits of tetragonal structure* The expansion coefficients change with 
cadmium content; for the tetragonal structure, o(a increases, o{ Q 
decreases, and M increases with increase in cadmium content; for the 
completely cubic structure, & and p  decreases with increased
cadmium amount
The macroscopic density of the alloys increases with increase in  
cadmium content* Substitutional solid  solutions are formed with 
cadmium, up to 8 per cent o f cadmium; th is i s  inferred on the basis 
of a tetragonal structure fo r  alloys I ,  XI and 111; and on the basis 
o f a cubic one fo r alloys V I, V II. Alloys I , IX , I II  and VIII have 
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TaBU, I I .
TABUS* III.* VT.
table vn.
ifidicM of the diffraction spots of rotating single 
crystal photograph of indlm obtained with 
copper K ^  radiation.
Indices of tho diffraction lines of indium obtained 
with copper i radiation.
Density of indium.
standard deviation for the density of pure indium.
v
TkSLi l
DiDIww OF DIFFRACTION SPOTS OF ROTATING SIMQLa GEXSTAL PHOTOGRAPH OF 
INDIUM, OdTAlALD WITH GOFP^ i L, liaDlATiaK (/\ - 1.5379$ kX)
j^uatorial Layer Line
Reading 























97 .318 97*630 97*642 97.830 97*630 297.816 297*616 297*635 297.617 297*567
Difference 
(in m u )
60*716 43*900 60*632 85.836 93.726 99.556 93*700 52.835 46.267 15*567
F • 0*450462 deg./ne.
Angle 0 
(in deg.)
16*342 19*776 27*404 38*666 42*222 45*152 47.790 66*199 6 9 .15 8 62*978
Angie 20 
(in deg.)
36*664 39*552 54*606 77*336 84*444 90*304 95.560 132.399 138.316 165.956
Indices 002 200 202 004 400 204 402 404 006 206(read froa 
Figure 3)
TAtiLS X (continued)




















(in  m u )
97.846 97.848 97.848 297.542 297.542 297.542 297.586 297.532
D ifference 
(in  m u )
30.460 68.482 73.120 99.630 77.150 63.574 38.602 20.152
F ■» 0.450462 deg./Mu
Angle 9 
(in  d eg .)
13.731 30.850 32.939 45.119 55.245 61.361 72.611 80.922
Angle 20 
(in  d eg .)
27.462 61.700 65.876 90.236 110.490 122.722 154.222 161.844

















96.548 96.595 96.595 296.751
Difference 
(in mu)
43.638 47.153 68.573 99.555
F - 0.450482 deg./mu
Angle 0 
(in deg*)
19.658 a *  242 30.891 45.152
Angle 20 
(in deg.)
39.316 42*484 61.782 90.304












I8DICES a  THE DIFFRACTION L1KB5-Of INDIUM OBTAIHED WITH COFFER SUBIATIGi* 
(HOCK TEMPERATURE 29.5°C) (HPOIUSS 1 1/2 HOURS)
TABLE I I
Diffraction Lines
Intensity T* S w 8 a m 8 8 w f. w
Heading 66.578 68.450 70.021 78.561 79.706 83.420 85.498 86.698 94.965
(in am.) 29.876 27.989 26*434 17.967 16.824 13.057 10.979 9.779 1.512
Sub (in am.) 96.454 96.439 96.455 96.528 96.530 96.477 96.477 96.477 96.477
Difference 
(in am.)
36.702 40.461 43.587 60.594 62.882 70.363 74.519 77.919 93.453
angle 0 (deg.) 16 .5 12 18.207 19.613 27.266 28.296 31.662 33.532 35.062 42.052
Sin 0 0.28437 0.31245 0.33567 0.45812 0.47403 0.52491 0.55240 0.57446 0.66981
d (*) 2.7130 2.4683 2.2975 1.6834 1.6269 1.4692 1.3961 1.3425 1.1514
Sin^ 6 0.080809 0.097625 0.112674 0.209374 0.224704 0.275531 0.305146 0.330004 0.448645
Indices
(calculated)
1 1 1 002 200 202 220 113 311 222 400
*The following values were used in the calculations: a * 4.6001a; c ** 4.9470S;A"s 1*54058; 
F ■» 0.450009 deg./W.
TAhLa II (continued)
Diffraction Lines
I n t e n s i t y 0 V w w V# w %r V# w v. «r V# w
Reading 198.222 196.340 19 5.274 194*351 190.955 187.886 183.410 181.356 174.748
(in  am*) 98*264 100.146 101.212 102.135 105.531 X0S*544 113.014 115.138 121.744
Sum (in  ibbu) 296.486 296.486 296.486 296.486 296.486 296.430 296.424 296.494 296. 492
Difference 
(in  ton*) 99.958 96.194 94.062 92.216 85.424 7 9 .3 4 2 70.396 66.218 53*004
Angle 0 
(d eg .) 44#V7V 46.715 47.674 48.505 51.561 54.298 58.323 60.203 66.149
Sin 0 0.70737 0.72795 0.73533 0.74901 0.78327 0.81206 0.85102 0.86779 0.91460
d (A) 1 .09026 1.0594 1.04312 1.02964 0.98460 0.9497 0.90622 0.68871 0.84321
Sin2 0 0.300372 0.529911 0.54661 0*56102 0.61351 0.65944 0*?2424 0.75306 0.83649
Indices 313 331 402 420 224 422 333 511 404
TABL1 I I  (continued)
n













Sum (in  mm*) 296.526 296.407 296.493 296.510 296.562
Difference 
(in  mm*)
43.730 41.78* 29*397 19.225 13.332 10.030
Angle 0 
(in  d eg .)
70*322 71.200 76.772 a .  349 83.002 85.368
Sin 9 0*94160 0*94665 0.97347 0.98866 0.99253 0.996734
A (1) 0.8190 0.81479 0.7922 0.7801 0.7770 0.7737
Sin2 0 0.886610 0.89645 0.947640 0.977370 0.98561 0.993482
Indices 3X§ 440 133 331 206 442
♦This line was too weak to be measured by the comparator* So i t  was measured by a 
scale graduated in millimeters*
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OF FURS INDIUM 
(SAMPLE I)
W  I I I
Run No* I XI I I I IV
Atm ospheric pressure 
(mm# o f  Hg«)
732 732 730.6 732
Temp* o f  a ir  (*0 ) 30*6 2 9 .6 29*4 29*3
D ensity  o f  a ir 0*001121 0*001124 0.001122 0*001124
Temp* o f  toluen e ( #C) 30*4 29*1 29.3 29*1
D ensity of toluene 0*8^597 0.85718 0*85700 0.85718
W eight o f  Indium in  
a ir  (gm*)
3.6347 3.6367 3.6346 3.6347
Weight o f  cup and p t • 
w ire in  to lu en e (gpu)
4*9521 4*9489 4*9490 4*9488
W eight o f  cup, indium 
and Pt* w ire in  to lu en e 
(gm«)
8.1597 8*1560 8*1561 8*1559
Weight o f  indium in  
toluen e (gpu)
3.2076 3*207i 3*2071 3*2071
D ensity o f  indium
(®a*cm*~2)
7.2768 7*2778 7*2779 7*2778
D ensity o f  indium , 7.2838 7*2837 7*2841 7.2839
reduced to 20* C 
(fpa.cm**--*)
TABLE XV
DEfcSITX OF INDIUM 
(SAMPLE XX)
Run No* I IX X II IV
Atmospheric pressure 
(mm* of Hgm)
736*4 735 733.9 734.3
Temp* of a ir (*C) 28 .6 28*8 29.6 27.9
Density of a ir 
(gm*em**~3)
0*001132 0.001132 0.001127 0.001133
Temp .of toluene (*C) 28*8 28*8 29*4 28*0
Density of„toluene 
(gm*em.~**)
0*85756 0.85756 0.85702 0*85821
Weight of indium in 
a ir (gm*)
3.9924 3.9925 3*9925 3*9925
Weight of cup and Pt. 
wire in toluene igm*)
4.9470 4.9475 4.9490 4.9442
Weight of indium, cup 
and Pt, wire in 
toluene (gm*)
8.4695 6.4701 8*4719 8*4665
Weight of indium in 
toluene (gpu)
3*5225 3.5226 3.5229 3*5223
Density of indium 
(g B .o o .-3 )
7.2776 7.2778 7.2779 7*2786





W I T !  OF PURE IMDIUM 
(SAMPLE III)
Run No* I II III IV
Atmospheric pressure 
(mm* of Hg*)
732*4 733*1 738.2 738.5
T«ap, of air (*C) 25*2 25*2 21.7 21*8
Density of air
(gm*CBU~3)
0*001141 0*001142 0.001163 0*001164
Temp* of toluene (*U) 23 25 21*6 21*4
Density of toluene 
(gsucm.~J)
0.8610V 0.86109 0*86416 0*86434
Weight of indium in 
air (@&«)
4*4381 4*4579 4*4573 4*4574
Wt* of cup and Pt* wire 
in toluene (gpu)
4*9357 4*9351 4*9242 4.9242
Wt* of cup, Pt* wire 
and indium in toluene 
(gau)
3.8671 8.8663 8.8532 8.8532
Wt* of indium in 
toluene (gnu)
3*9314 3*9312 3*9290 3*9290
Density of indium 
(gm*cn&.*“3)
7*2799 7*2796 7*2823 7.2826
Density of indium, 7*2833 7*2829 7.2834 7*2836
reduced to 20*C 
(gai*cm*~-')
xox
densiti of indium (mmjrm wmm vacuum and then coMHiEssED m a vise)
TABLE V I
Run No* X II III IV
Atmospheric pressure 
(jam* of Hg*)
743 745*4 742.9 729
Temp* of air (*G) 24 23*8 25*3 25.6
Density of air 
(gm.cnu”"^ )
0.00X162 0.001166 0.001157 0*001156
Temp* of toluene (°C) 23*5 23*9 24*8 25*5
Density of toluene
(gm*cm*~3)
0*86260 0*86202 0.86116 0*86049
Weight of indium in 
air (gm*)
4.4489 4.4485 4.4485 4*4483
Weight of cup and Pt. 
wire in toluene (gnu)
4*9304 4.9316 4*9349 4.9365
Weight of cup, pt* wire 
and indium in toluene
(m*)
8.8529 8.8541 8.8578 8.8598
Weight of indium in 
toluene (gm.)
3*9225 3*9225 3*9229 3*9231
Density of indium
(gSL*cm**”^ )
7*2817 7*2816 7*2799 7*2798
Density of indium, 
reduced to 20*C 
($^.cm.~^)
7*2840 7*2840 7.2832 7*2835
The density of the indium 
cooled in an atmosphere of 
7*2247 (gHu/e.cm*), at 20*
sample which was remelted in vacuum and 




STANDARD DEVIATION FOR fiH DSNSITI OF FURS INBXIM
m u  v i i
Density Of Indium At 20* C 

















Average value 7*2837 ( X(dd)2) » 203 x 10“d
i - 0.675 (203/l5)1^ 2 x 10"4 
» lb.00025
f*20*C « 7*2837^0*00025 gpucau~3
APPENDIX B
TABLE I. Indices of the diffraction lines of the cubic 
patterns obtained for indium-cadmium alloy 
containing 6.10 5 per cent by weight of cadmium, 
with copper radiation filtered through a 
nickel foil (exposure 2 hours; temperature, 65°C)
TABLE II. Indices of the diffraction linos of the powder 
pattern of the indium-cadmium alloy containing 
2.977 per cent by weight of cadmium, obtained 
with copper radiation at room temperature 
(30°C).
TABLES III.a- VIII. Lattice constants of the indium-cadmium alloys at 
different temperatures between 10° and 65°C.
TABLES IX.- XIV. Standard deviation for the lattice constants of the 
indium—cadmium alloys.
TABLE3 XV.- XX. Density of the indium-cadmium alloys.
\
TABLE I
INDICES OF f M  DIFFRACTION OF THE CUBIC PATTERN OBTAINED FOR
I B M !  ALLOY CONTAINING 6.10$ PER CENT BT WEIGHT OF 
CADMIUM, WITH COPPER RADIATION FILTERED THOUGH A 
NICKEL FOIL (EXPOSURE 2 HQtffiSf TEMP. 6$#C)
Intensity s s s I v.w
Reading 











Sum (in mta.i) 80.207 80.271 80.239 80.239 80.239
DiiTerence 
(in ura.)
36.737 42.695 61.347 73.175 76.815
Angle 0 
(in deg.)
16.542 19.225 27.624 35.950 34.589
Angle 20 
(in deg.)
33.084 38.450 55.248 71*900 69.178
Sin 0 0.28472 0.32928 0.46367 0.54391 0.56769
Sin^ 9 0.0810? 0.10843 0.21499 0.29584 0.32227
Indices 111 200 220 311 222
F * 0.450290 deg./nan1 jAou “ 1.5405 A
TiBLE I (continued)
Intensity v.w m w v.w w
Heeding 











dun (in Mi*) 280.110 280.110 280.110 280.110 280,133
Difference 
(in m l . )
108.896 98.616 95.162 81.730 70.287
Angle § 
(in deg.)
40.920 45.594 47.150 53.198 58.350
Angle 28 
(in deg.)
81.840 91.188 94.300 106.396 116.700
Sin 8 0.65501 0.71440 0.73313 0.80011 0.85127
3i»2 S 0.42903 0.51037 0.53748 0.64113 0.72467
Indices 400 331 420 422 511
TABLE I (continued)

















Sin 9 * 0.96853 0.98243
Sin2 9 * 0.93804 0.96516
Indices 440 53i 442
*Line too weak to be measured under the comparator.
So the distance between the lines was approximately measured 
by a scale graduated in millimeters.
TABLE II
INDICES OF THE DIFFRACTION LINES OF THE POWDER PATTERN OF THE 
INDIUK-CADHIUH ALLOX CONTAINING 2.977 PER CENT BX WEIGHT OF 
CADMIUM, OBTAINED WITH COPPER RADIATION AT KOCH 
TEMPERATURE (30#C)













Sum (in mm*} 92.003 91.969 92.033 92.0$2 92*046
Difference 
(in mm*)
36.908 41.641 42.771 43.524 61.424
Angie 9 
(in deg.)
16.599 18.727 19.235 19.574 27.624
Sin 9 0.28567 0.32006 0.32945 0.33502 0.46367
Sin^ 9 0.0&L60 0.10244 0.10854 0 .11224 0.21499
Indices m 002 200
(cubic)
200 202


























Intensity e v.w v.w a Y.tf
Heading 84*595 91.655 199.625 193.354 194.635
(in raa.) 7.429 0*369 92.522 96.393 97.512
Sum (in mm*) 92.024 92.024 292.147 292.147 292.147
Difference 77.166 90.286 107.103 99.361 97.123
(in onu)
Angie 0 34*704 40.604 41.833 45.315 46.321
(in deg.)
Sin 0 0.56933 0.65083 0.66696 0.71098 0.72322





Intensity t.w v.nr v.w r.w m
Reading 193*277 19 2.4 9 6 187.963 166.542 186.078
(in jqbu) 98*870 9 9 .4 5 1 104.214 105.503 106.075
Sum (in m.») 292 .14? 292.147 292.177 292.045 292.153
Difference 
(in m.)
94.407 93.245 83.749 81.039 80.003
Angle Q 
(in deg*)
47*543 48*065 52.335 53*555 54.020
Sin 0 0.73778 0.74391 0.79160 0.30442 0.80925
Sin2 0 0 .54432 0*55339 0.62663 0.64710 0.65485


















Sin 9 0.82796 0*83912












T&BLB I I  (continued)
Intensity v > v y v
Reading 161.796 160.970
(in  mm«) 130.349 131.206







Sin 9 O.96969 0.97283















LATTICE CONSTANTS a AND £ (in kX) OF £©IU^-CADHIUM ALLOY 
(2*977 WEIGHT PER CENT OF QADMXGM)
Tetragonal Structure Cubic Structure
Temp* °C
i £ avg* £ c avg* a £ avg*
15 4*6063 4.8749 4*7199
4*6063 4*6061 4*8755 4*8770 4*7204 4.7201
4*6058 4*8804 4*7201
35 4.6118 4.6118 4.8717 4*8716 4*7226 4.7227
4*6118 4*8715 4*7230
50 4*6160 4*6161 4*3708 4*8696 4*7249 4*7248
4*6162 4*8684 4*7247
65 4*6208 4*6669 4*7261




LATTICE CONSTANTS & AND c (in kX) OF XBDIiM-CAIMIUM ALLOY 
(3*87 WEIGHT*"PEE CENT OP CAmiUM)
Tetragonal S tructure Cubic S tructure
T«B£* °C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
& & avg* £ £ avg* & £ avg*
4.6155 4*6405 4*71534*6160 4*6137 4*8413 4*8422 4*7148 4*71504.6156 4*8443 4.7148
4.6239 4*8378 4*71814*6240 4.623V 4*8362 4*8367 4*7183 4.7182
4.6239 4*8361 4*7182
4.6330 4*8378 4*7225




LATTICE CONSTANTS & AND c ( in  kX) OF X£iDlUfti~CA0MXUM ALLOT 
(4*322 WEIGHTIER CENT OF CADMIUM)
Tetragonal Structure Cubic Structure
Temp. *C
a a® avg# £ «* avg# a * avg#
10 4*6193 4*8276 4*7140
4*6189 4*6192 4*8336 4*8305 4*7131 4*7134
4.6x95 4*8303 4.7x30
35 4*6292 4*8308 4*7151
4.6288 4*6290 4*8272 4*8279 4*7151 4*7151
4*6289 4*8257 4.7151




LATTICE CONSTANTS OF XMDIUM-CADMIUH ALLOT 
(6.105 WEIGHT m  CENT OF CADMIUM)











LATTICE CONSTANTS OF IMDIUM-CADMIUM ALLOT 
(7*996 WEIGHT PER CJSMT OF CAOKIUH)
W  VII
Temperature °C a (kX) Avg. Value O f & (kX)
15 4*6854
15 4*6859 4*6857




LATTICE CONSTANTS OF INDIUiS-CAflfilUH ALLOT 
(10.0X5 WEIGHT PEE CENT OF CADMIIW)







SfMMiB i m m  m  m  uracs « n n f & asd c ( in  kx) (*&$&& to 2o*c),
OF IMDIIM-CA1MIOM A4LOT OQ&TAXalMG 2*977 M  GMT 33T WKLGifT OF CAIKIUM















(a*) (da) 2  
x IG 4^  x 104®
15 4*6078 +3 9 4.8759 + 1 1 4*7207 - 1  1
35 4*6074 - 1  1 4*8749 -9 a 4*7209 41 1
50 4*6073 -2 4 4.8762 44 16 4*7211 43 |
65 4.6076 ♦1 1 4*8763 45 25 4.7207 -1 1
Avg.
*  ae*c
«  4.6075 kX
I(da)2 -  15 
x 10*8
Avg. „  
4 20*C
4.8758 S d c ) 2 - 123
“  x icr®
Avg. b 
4 2Q*C
4.7208 Sda)2 “  12
fc* x 10*^
S -  i) .00015 3 *  jp*0004 S - 230.0002
4 ao*o <* 4.6075-0.0002 kX 4 20* C ** 4.875820.0004 kX 4  20*4! " 4*7208^0*0002 kX
4 20*0 -  4.607620.0002 kX (corr. for refraction)
C «*s





stamm bbviaticm mi msum@ cokstakts, & aw e (in kx) of ths amiuM-cAinauHALLOT CGkTAILiaG 3.816 PM HAIGHT OP W H
Tetragonal Structure Outdo StructureTeqp*(*C)
*
Reduced (8ft) (8ft)2 1Reduced (8ft) (8ft)2 &Reduced (8ft) (8ft)2
To 20*C ,. +4 x 10 x XO*8 To 20* C x XO*4 x 1Q+6 To 20*0 x 10f4 x XO*®
XO 4.6189 0 0 4.8409 +24 537 4.7164 +2 4
35 4*6190 +1 1 4*8348 •3? 13&9 4*7161 -1 1
65 4.6X69 0 0 4*839? +12 144 4.7X60 -2 4
Avg. 
a 20*0
«  4.6189 
kX




4.8385 3  
ki.





4.7102 Haft)2 -  9 
44 x 10
S - lo.OOOX kS
ft ao.c " 4.6189±D.OOG1 kX
ft 2J.Q -  4*619010.0001 kx
(corr. Tor refraction)
s « to.oo22
£ a0*c “ 4.8385^0.0022 ki
£ 20.C " 4«8386to.0022 kX
(corr. Tor refraction)
3 «* *0.0001
a - 4.7X62t0.O0OX ki
ft „ o;, - 4.?X63l0.OOQA ki 
^  w (corr. for refraction)
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TA2LS M
swmkrn mrmim tm rm latexos & akd & (xk ki) of ths indiuh-cadmium
ALLOT CQHTAllttliG 4*322 *3ft CSBT HT FLIGHT OF GADMIISI








To 20* C ($ 4  (d* &  x 10 x 10
&Reduced 
To 20* C (d^ 4X ItT4 <*»>* x 10+*
10 4,623a +2 4 4.6287 0 0 4*7141 *♦•1 1
35 4,6231 ♦1 1 4*6306 +19 >61 4*7140 0 0
6$ 4*622? -3 9 4*6269 -16 324 4*7139 -1 1
f g* -4.6230 
* 20* C kX S-»>2
m 14, -8 x 10
4»«* .c“ 20*C
4.8287 Y(d£)2 - 685
kX „ ,,v-8 x 10
Avg* Ml
ft 2^0*0
4*7140kx Bd*)2 “ 2X 30~*
S - io.0002 S - 1)0*0029 S * 10*0001
a ** 4*6230£0«0002 kl ' 20*0
§ ™  « 4*623liO.OQ02 kk 
^  v (corr* for refraction)
c « x 20* C











STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE LATTICE COSSTAMTS OF 
THE H^ DIuM-C'AMIlIM ALLOT CQHTAIftlEG 6*105 
? M  PS1T HT WEIGHT OF CADMIUM
Temp*(#c)
Lattice Constant 
a Reduced To 
20*C (kX)
(%) 10M  (<%)4 H O 
I 
-*• QJ
10 4.6875 -1 1
35 4*6874 -2 4
65 4*6878 *f2 4
Avg.
& 20® 0
« 4*6876 kX S < * ) 2 iofS - 9
3 « to,•0001
& 20® C « 4*6876^0«0001 kX
& 20* C «* 4.6877^0.0001 kX(corr* Tor refraction)
TABUS X I I I
STANDARD DEVIATION FOE THE LATTIC E CONSTANTS OF
THE INDIlM-CADilLUM ALLOY CONTAINING






(d a )  i o 4*4 ( d a ) 2 io+8
15 4*6861 0 0
40 4.6860 -1 1
65 4.6861 0 0
Avg.
^ 20#C
« 4*6861 kX S d a ) 2 10+8 1
s -  to,.0001
a 20*(; ®* 4 *666llo#QQ01 kX
& 08 4.686^0.0001 kX
v (corr. Tor refraction
TABLE X IV
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE LATTICE CONSTANTS OF
THE INDIUM-CADMIUM ALLOY CONTAINING 10.015
PER CENT bX WEIGHT OF CADMIUM
Lattice Constant _
jjt Reduced To (<%) 10+4 (da)2 10+8
1 w  20*C (kX)
10 4*6841 0 0
65 4*6841 0 0
*Vg* - 4*6841 kX Y(d&)2 XO4*8 0
* 20*C
s - to.oooc
a. 20#C ** 4*6841-0.0000 kX
^  20*C “  4*6842+0*0000 kX
(corr* for refraction)
t m  xv 125
vmsirt OF THE liDiyM-CAMlEIM A1X0X CONTAIN XHG 2*977 P£H M M
BY WEIGHT OF CAiMIUM
Hun iiOm X II III IV
jjaroc&etric pressure 
(mm* of %*)
735*4 734.2 734*0 734.1
Temp* of air (°C) 25*4 25.8 25*8 25*8
Density of air
(gEL.GIQ •’**')
0*001145 0*001141 0*001141 0*001141
oTemp* of toluene ( C) 25*1 25*4 26 26*1
Density of toluene 
(gm*ca*~*^ ) 0*86091
0*86062 0*85997 0*85988
Weight of sample in 
air (ga«)
2.S955 2*8957 2*8956 0.527V
Weight of cup and Pt* 
wire in toluene \&&*)
4*9353 4*9361 4*9359 4*9390
Weight of cup9 sample 
and Ft „ wire in toluene
(m*j
7*4903 7*4909 7*4920 5*4048
Weight of sample in 
toluene (gm«)
2.5550 2*5548 2*5551 0*4658
Density of sample
(g®»ca*~3) 7*3U3 7.3U9 7*3116 7*3096
Density of sample at 
20°G (tetragonal unit 
cell)
7*3153 7*3149 7*3145 7.3X28
oAverage density at 20 C 7*3144 -3gpuosu
Deviation (dd^) x 10*^ +(9) •K5) +U) ••(16)
(dd,)2 * lO*8 (81) 125) U ) (256)
50$ confidence error * 0*0007
126
fAMLM XV (continued)
Eun Uom X XI III 1?
Density of sample at
20 C (gBWC8U~2)
(tetragonal unit cell)
Density of sample at 
20°C (gsuca*’"-')
(cubic unit cell)
Average density at 20°C
Deviation (dds) x 1 0 ^
(dds)2 x 10+8
50^ confidence error
7*3144 t  0 . 000?
7*3152 7*3148 7*3144 7*3127
7*3143
-K9) +(5) +(x) +(16)
(81) (25) (1) (256)
i 0*0007
Density of sample at 20°C 7*3143 * 0*0007




D&NSITT OP THE INDIUM-CADMIUM ALLOT CONTAINING 3*816 PEN CENT
BX WEIGHT OP CADMIUM
a s
Hun No* I II in IV
Barometric pressure 
(use* of Hg*)
726 731 736 734.9




Temp* of toluene (*C) 26*3 20*8 22*2 24*2
Density of toluene 
(gpucsu~3)
0.85976 0*86487 0.86358 0*86177
Weight of sample in 
air (gpu)
3.5624 3.5534 3.5534 3*5533
Weight of cup and Pt. 
wire in toluene 4*939?
4.9222 4 .9 26 5 4.9325
Weight of cup, sample 
and Pt. wire in toluene 
(ga*>
8*0841 8.0564 8*0613 8*0680
Weight of sample in 
toluene (gpu)
3*1444 3.1342 3.1348 3*1355
Density of sample(gpucflu~3) 7.3X88 7.3226 7.3221 7*3206
Density of sample at 7.3241 7.3232 7.3239 7.324120* C (tetragonal unit 
cell) (gBUGr&*~3)
7 • 3238 gja.cnu~3Average density at 20 *C
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TABLE XVI (continued)
Run Ho* I II III IV
Deviation (dds) x 1 0 ^  +(3)
(ddg)2x 1Q+8 (9)
5Q% confidence error
Density of sample at 
20*C (tetragonal unit
cell) (gpuGnu"*-')
Density of sample at
20*C (cubic unit cell) 7*3229 
($sucau~3)
Average density at 20*C
Deviation (dds) x 1 0 ^  -(4)
(dde)2 x 10+S (16)
50% confidence error













DENSITY OF THE INDIUM-CADMIUM ALLOT CONTAINING 4*322 FEE CENT
BY WEIGHT OF CADMIUM
Bun No* I II III IV
barometric pressure 
(mm. of Hg.)
743 745*4 727.9 743
Temp* of air (*C) 25.28 24*00 26*60 25*80
Density of air 
(gBucm.****)
0.001144 0*001164 0.001119 0.001144
Temp* of toluene (*C) 24*70 24*45 25*55 25.3
Density of toluene 
(gm.cm.~-*)
0*86100 0*86150 0*86049 0.86099
Weight of sample in 
air (gm*)
3*5801 3*5805 3.5800 3*5801
Weight of cup and Pt* 
wire in toluene (gm.)
4*9365 4.9333 4*9370 4.9363
Weight of cup, sample 8*0961 
and Pt. wire in toluene 
(g*u)
8.0930 8.0965 8.0958
Weight of sample in 
toluene (gm.)
3*1596 3*1597 3*1597 3*1595
Density of sample 
(ga.cm."^)
7*3218 7.3216 7.3210 7*3201
Density of sample at 7*3252 7*3259 7*3262 7*3252
20*C (tetragonal unit 
cell) (@a*ca**^)
7*3257 gm.em."-**Average density at 20*C
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TAbLR XVXI (continued)
Run No* I II III
Deviation (dd8) x 10+^ -(5) +(2) +(5)
(<M*)2 x 10+6 (25) (4) (25)
50% confidence error ±0*0003
Density of sample at 
20*0 (tetragonal unit 
cell) (gpucia*~3)
7.3257*0.0003
Density of sample at 
20*0 (cubic unit cell)
(@a*<aa*~3)
7*3218 7*3240 7.322V
Average density at 20*0 7*3227/ gm.cm.
Deviation (dds) x 10+^ -(9) +(13) +(2)
(dd8)2 x 1 0 * (81) (169) (4)
50% confidence error t o .000?











DENSITY OF THE INDIUM-CADMIUM ALLOT CONTAINING 6.105 FEE CENT
BX WEIGHT OF CADMIUM
TABLE XVIII
Run Mo* I II III XV
Barometric pressure
(fll8 U  O f  %*)
738*6 743 741 741*5
Temp* of air 26 24*4 25*05 25*05
Density of air 
(gja.em.~3)
0*001146 0.00X160 0.001155 0*001155
Temp* of toluene (°C) 26*1 24*2 24*72 25*93
Density of toluene 
(gm.cia.~3) 0*85997 0.86177 0*86125
0*86013
Weight of sample in 
air (gta.)
3.3373 3*3371 3*3370 3*3370
Weight of cup and pt* 
wire in toluene (gm.)
4*9376 4.9325 4*9373 4*9369
Weight of cup, sample 
and pt* wire in toluene 
(gm.)
7.8845 7.8781 7.8832 7*8831
Weight of sample in 
toluene (gm«)
2*9469 2*9456 2.9457 2*9462
Density of sample 
(gm.cm*~-5)
7*3344 7.3369 7*3360 7.3359
Density of sample at 
20*0 (gaucm. 3)
7*3399 7*3386 7*3398 7*3393
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TABUS XVIII (continued)
Run No* X XI III IV
Average density at 20°C 
Deviation (dds) x 1 0 ^ +(5)
7*3394 gm*cm* 
~(8) +(4) -(1)
(dd x 10^ (25) (64) (16) (1)
5G;£ confidence error





MSXfl OF THE IHDXUH-CAI3I1IUH ALLOY OTfflffllMG 7*996 PER CEWT
BY WEIGHT OF UAIHIUH
H H  XXX
Bun Bo. X XI XXX XV
Barometric pressure 
(mm* of Hgm)
732*9 731*7 730 730.6
Toaap* of air (*C) 24* 6 25 25*5 21*8
Density of air
(gnu cm. “3) 0*001144
0*001140 0*001136 0.001151
Temp* of toluene (°C) 24*3 24*0 25*2 21*6
Density of toluene
(gpucau~3)
0*86l65 0.86137 0*86082 0*86416
Weight of sample in 
air (grn*)
5.16x7 5*1614 5 .16 14 5*1610
Weight of cup and Ft. 
wire in toluene u^&*)
4.9316 4*9332 4*9348 4*9229
Weight of cup, sample 
and Pt, wire in toluene
9*4397 9*4910 9*4930 9.4786
Weight of sample in 
toluene (gsu)
4*3579 4*5578 4.5582 4*5557
Density of sample 
(gm*cm*~3)
7*3574 7*3570 7*3571 7*3583
Density of sample at 
20 *C




Average density at 20*C 
Deviation (dd_) x 1Q+^ +(1)
(ddB)2 x HO*6 (X)
50$ confidence error 








DMSITI OF THE INDIUH-GABMIUJ4 ALLOT CONTAINING 10.015 PER CENT
BT WEIGHT OF CAMLUM
TABLE XX
Run Mo. I II III IV
Barometric Pressure 
(k m * of Hg.)
743 738.1 741*1 732




Temp, of toluene (*C) 24.4 26.2 24*7 21.2
Density of toluene 
(gtt.cm.-**)
0.S6152 0.85987 0.86126 0.86451
Weight of sample in 
air (ga.)
5*4727 5*4733 5*4717 4*5426
Weight of cup and pt. 
wire in toluene (gta.)
4*9336 4*9388 4*9342 4*9237
Weight of cup, sample 
and pt. wire in toluene 
(ga*)
9.7679 9*7747 9*7678 8.9348
Weight of sample in 
toluene (gm.)
4*8343 4*8359 4.8336 4*0111
Density of sample
(gm.cm.~3)
7.3766 7*3749 7*3766 7.38OO
Density of,.sample at 20® 0 
(©a.ctt.**’5)
7*3784 7*3774 7*3784 7*3805
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TABLE XX (continued)
ftun Mo* I II XXL
Average density at 20*C
Deviation (dds) x 1 0 ^  -(3)
(ddB) 2 x  XO*8 (9 )
30^ confidence error
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